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Summary:

23

The nuclear lamina is typically associated with transcriptional silencing, and peripheral

24

relocation of genes highly correlates with repression. However, the DNA sequences and proteins

25

regulating gene-lamina interactions are largely unknown. Exploiting the developmentally-

26

timed hunchback gene movement to the lamina in Drosophila neuroblasts, we identified a 250bp

27

intronic element (IE) both necessary and sufficient for relocation. The IE can target a reporter

28

transgene to the lamina and silence it. Endogenously, however, hunchback is already repressed

29

prior to relocation. Instead, IE-mediated relocation confers a heritably-silenced gene state

30

refractory to activation in descendent neurons, which terminates neuroblast competence to

31

specify early-born identity. Surprisingly, we found Polycomb group chromatin factors bind the

32

IE and are required for lamina-relocation, revealing a nuclear architectural role distinct from

1

33

their well-known function in transcriptional repression. Together, our results uncover in vivo

34

mechanisms underlying neuroblast competence and lamina-association in heritable gene

35

silencing.

36
37

Introduction:

38

The metazoan genome is non-randomly distributed in nuclear space, and its three-dimensional

39

organization is considered to play a critical role in gene regulation. High throughput studies have

40

shown that higher order genome architectures exist across species and are likely important for

41

animal development (Bonev et al., 2017; Lucas and Kohwi, 2019; Van Bortle and Corces, 2013).

42

Though global changes in genome organization have been observed in the context of development,

43

at the smallest scale of individual genes, little is known about how such reorganization translates

44

to gene regulation. This is at least in part due to the fact that genome architecture is highly context

45

specific and thus requires cell type and stage-specific analyses in vivo. However, lack of model

46

systems that are amenable to both genetic dissection and genome architecture analyses in intact

47

animals is a major challenge to address this important question in a biologically meaningful

48

manner. To tackle this, we used neural progenitors (neuroblasts) of intact Drosophila embryos, in

49

which we exploited their well characterized lineages to study mechanisms of gene regulation

50

through genome architecture reorganization in vivo.

51

The Drosophila embryonic ventral nerve cord (VNC) harbors a bilateral set of 30

52

neuroblasts in each segment, each of which gives rise to a unique lineage of neural daughters. They

53

undergo multiple rounds of asymmetric divisions that each produce a self-renewed neuroblast and

54

a differentiating ganglion mother cell that divides once again to produce two postmitotic neural

55

cells. As the neuroblast progenitors divide, they sequentially express a series of evolutionarily

56

conserved transcription factors that specify cell fate of the neural progeny descended from each

57

division (Allan and Thor, 2015; Brody and Odenwald, 2000; Doe, 2017; Elliott et al., 2008; Isshiki

58

et al., 2001; Kohwi and Doe, 2013; Mattar et al., 2015; Miyares and Lee, 2019; Rossi et al., 2017;

59

Telley et al., 2019). Hunchback (Hb), the first of such temporal identity factors, specifies the early

60

cohort of neurons, called “early-born” neurons; these post-mitotic cells actively maintain hb

61

transcription as a molecular marker of their early temporal birth (Figure 1a). Hb is normally

62

expressed by neuroblasts for one or two divisions and is quickly repressed by a brief and transient

63

pulse of its transcriptional repressor, seven-up (Svp) (Kanai et al., 2005). However, neuroblasts

2

64

remain competent to specify early-born identity neurons for several additional divisions, indicating

65

that progenitor potential to specify particular cell fates persists for longer than the production of

66

that cell type, a phenomenon observed in both insects and mammals (Cleary and Doe, 2006; Desai

67

and McConnell, 2000; Kohwi et al., 2013; Pearson and Doe, 2003). This period of competence,

68

which we refer to as the “early competence window,” is thus a representation of the internal state

69

of the progenitor, reflecting its potential to produce a specific cell type. This internal state can be

70

experimentally observed by transgenically misexpressing Hb in the neuroblast and assessing

71

whether the descendant neuron subsequently activates and sustains hb transcription endogenously,

72

a key molecular characteristic of early-born identity. Note that misexpressed Hb in the neuroblast

73

does not induce hb within the neuroblast itself, nor does misexpression directly in the post-mitotic

74

neuron induce hb within the neuron. Only when Hb is supplied to the neuroblast during the early

75

competence window does the postmitotic neuron that descends from that division activate

76

endogenous Hb expression. Thus, the parental neuroblast “primes” the future transcriptional

77

program that will be activated within the neuron, and once the early competence period ends, the

78

neuroblast becomes refractory to Hb and can no longer specify early-born identity (Kohwi et al.,

79

2013; Pearson and Doe, 2003). We previously showed that the early competence window closes

80

when the hb genomic locus relocates to the nuclear lamina, a gene silencing hub (Shevelyov and

81

Nurminsky, 2011; van Steensel and Belmont, 2017), in the neuroblast progenitor (Kohwi et al.,

82

2013), and once this occurs, misexpressed Hb in the neuroblast no longer results in hb expression

83

in the subsequent neuronal progeny. This change in hb gene positioning, which we observe as an

84

increase in the fraction of hb genomic loci peripherally localized in neuroblast nuclei, occurs at

85

mid-embryogenic stage 12, several divisions after hb has been transcriptionally repressed by a

86

transient pulse of Svp (Figure 1b). Lamin loss-of-function mutants result in reduced peripheral

87

localization of the hb gene and a concomitant extension in early competence, indicating a causal

88

relationship between relocation and heritable hb gene silencing (Kohwi et al., 2013). Mechanisms

89

that govern this second type of hb regulation through changes in gene positioning are not known.

90

Here we used the timed relocation of the endogenous, developmentally-regulated hb gene

91

to the neuroblast nuclear lamina in intact Drosophila embryos to investigate mechanisms

92

underlying genome architecture reorganization in vivo. We identify a hitherto undescribed, 250bp

93

intronic DNA element (IE) necessary and sufficient for gene-lamina relocation. In isolation, the

94

IE is sufficient to target a transcriptionally active reporter gene to the nuclear lamina and to silence

3

95

it. In contrast, removal of the IE from its endogenous locus has no effect on hb’s normal

96

transcriptional dynamics, but instead impairs hb gene relocation and extends progenitor

97

competence to generate hb-expressing neurons. Thus, gene-lamina association in the progenitor

98

can confer a heritably-silenced state refractory to activation in the neuronal progeny. Importantly,

99

we identify the evolutionarily conserved Polycomb (PcG) chromatin factors act through this

100

element to control hb gene-lamina interactions. Strikingly, we find that loss of PcG activity impairs

101

hb gene-lamina relocation and extends neuroblast competence, without altering transcriptional

102

dynamics, revealing an unexpected role in nuclear architecture. In sum, our results provide

103

mechanistic insights into regulation of gene-lamina associations and progenitor competence

104

transitions in intact animals.

105
106

Results

107

Chromatin profiling identifies a hb intronic DNA element that increases in accessibility upon

108

lamina relocation

109

The neuroblast early competence window terminates when the key early-born neuron marker gene,

110

hb, relocates to the neuroblasts’ nuclear lamina, which disables it from transcriptional activation

111

in the neural progeny. To generate hypotheses for possible mechanisms underlying hb gene

112

repositioning in neuroblasts, we examined the chromatin structure at the hb genomic locus in

113

neuroblasts before and after the hb gene becomes relocated to the nuclear lamina. We generated a

114

transgenic fly line (dpn-eGFP) that expresses eGFP driven by an enhancer for the neuroblast-

115

specific gene, deadpan (Dpn) (Awasaki et al., 2014) (Figure 1c and S1a) to purify precisely staged

116

neuroblasts by fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) (Figure S1b,c). Neuroblasts were

117

subjected to ATAC-seq to examine their chromatin accessibility profiles (Figures 1d and S1a). We

118

bioinformatically validated the specificity of our data using the available Drosophila embryo

119

single cell ATAC-seq (Cusanovich et al., 2018) and found strong correlation with the nervous

120

system clusters (Figure S2b). Further, we found neural genes expressed in neuroblasts, such as

121

worniu and deadpan, were associated with robust chromatin accessibility compared to non-neural

122

genes (Figure S2c,d).

123

The hb gene’s spatiotemporal expression pattern throughout embryonic development is

124

well known. At stage 5, half of the embryo actively transcribes hb, and the hb gene body is highly

125

accessible (Figure 1d), consistent with observations by others (Haines and Eisen, 2018). While hb
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126

transcriptional enhancers (Hirono et al., 2012; McKay and Lieb, 2013) remained largely accessible

127

at all stages, when the hb gene relocates to the nuclear lamina at stage 12, we found the gene body

128

largely inaccessible; genes associated with the nuclear lamina are typically characterized by

129

repressive features, including reduced chromatin accessibility (Milon et al., 2014; Pickersgill et

130

al., 2006; Shevelyov and Nurminsky, 2011; van Steensel and Belmont, 2017). This decrease in

131

accessibility is already partially apparent at stage 10, the earliest we are able to purify neuroblasts

132

using the GFP reporter, despite active expression of Hb (Fig 1h); this perhaps indicates a change

133

in chromatin state at the hb gene preceding the neuroblast transition to the Kruppel temporal

134

window. Despite this, we found a region within the hb intron just downstream of the transcriptional

135

start site that had increased in accessibility between stage 10 and 12 (p value = 0.0047) (Figure

136

1e), counter to a general trend that gene body regions tend to decrease in accessibility upon

137

silencing (Milon et al., 2014).

138
139

The hb intron element is not required for proper hb transcription in the ventral nerve cord

140

To investigate whether the IE plays any role in hb transcriptional regulation in neuroblasts and/or

141

its potential to be activated in neurons, we took advantage of a previously characterized transgenic

142

line in which we integrated into the genome a bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) containing

143

the entire hb genomic locus. This 32kb BAC includes an hemagglutinin (HA) epitope tag fused to

144

Hb (HbHA:WT), and we showed that HbHA:WT faithfully reconstitutes endogenous Hb expression

145

and function (Kohwi et al., 2013). Using this as a base, we used LoxP-mediated recombination to

146

further selectively remove from the BAC ~250bp of the intron, corresponding to the ATAC peak,

147

while preserving the splice sites (called “hbHA:Δintron” Figure 1f). Both the wild type and the IE-

148

deleted BAC transgenes were integrated into the same genomic locus using phiC31-mediated

149

integration allowing direct comparison of the endogenously-expressed HbHA proteins.

150

Drosophila embryonic development is highly stereotyped, and gross morphological

151

features unique to each developmental stage allow us to precisely compare Hb expression in stage-

152

matched wild type and transgenic embryos. We found hbHA:Δintron embryos immunostained with

153

anti-HA antibodies, which selectively detects Hb protein derived only from the hbHA:Δintron

154

transgene, and anti-Hb antibodies, which detects Hb protein from both the native hb locus and the

155

hbHA:Δintron transgene, show the same spatiotemporal pattern as in wild type embryos and embryos

156

with the full length hb BAC (Figures 1g,h and S3a). In neuroblast 7-1 (NB7-1), one of the 30
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157

neuroblasts that has a well-characterized lineage for which the even-skipped (Eve) transcription

158

factor identifies its progeny, we detected HA and Hb in only the first two neurons, marking the

159

early-born neuron fate, as is well-characterized in wild type embryos (Brody and Odenwald, 2000;

160

Isshiki et al., 2001; Kohwi et al., 2013). Moreover, consistent with normal Hb expression dynamics

161

in neuroblasts, we did not find extra early-born neurons that could have indicated extended

162

neuroblast Hb expression. Thus, the 250bp hb IE does not play a role in regulating the normal Hb

163

expression dynamics in the embryonic nerve cord.

164
165

The hb IE is required for hb gene relocation to the neuroblast nuclear lamina

166

We next investigated the consequence of the IE deletion on hb gene positioning. We mapped the

167

physical position of the hb gene in neuroblast nuclei by DNA Fluorescence in situ hybridization

168

(FISH) and 3D confocal imaging on whole embryos. Embryos were co-stained with Lamin Dm0,

169

the Lamin B intermediate filament of the nuclear lamina, and Worniu, a pan-neuroblast marker.

170

The hb DNA FISH probe targets a ~10kb region of the hb genomic locus and can detect the native

171

hb gene as well as the 32kb BAC. We previously showed that the hb BAC, which contains hb’s

172

transcriptional enhancers and regulatory elements, behaves similarly to the native hb gene,

173

including transcriptional regulation as well as the timing and frequency of gene relocation to the

174

nuclear lamina, which reaches a plateau of ~50% (~60% are <0.04m from lamin, “near”) at stage

175

12 when the early competence window closes (Kohwi et al., 2013). The IE-deleted BAC was

176

inserted in the same integration site, thus allowing a side-by-side comparison of the transgene

177

positioning. In the hbHA:Δintron embryos, there are two endogenous hb gene loci and two Δintron hb

178

loci, and thus, failure of the hbHA:Δintron gene locus to relocate to the neuroblast nuclear lamina

179

would result in a concomitant decrease in the percentage of hb DNA FISH signals at the nuclear

180

lamina at stage 12. Consistent with this prediction, at stage 12, 53.8+2.6% hb loci in HbHA:WT

181

neuroblasts compared to only 35.5+3.5% in hbHA:Δintron neuroblasts were at the lamina (P=0.002),

182

and 62.9+2.7% of hb loci in HbHA:WT neuroblasts compared to only 45.5+2.2% in hbHA:Δintron

183

neuroblasts were within 0.04m of the lamina (P=0.0009) (Figure 2a-c). The FISH probe can

184

detect all four hb loci (Kohwi et al., 2013), but the images in the figure show a single z-plane of a

185

representative neuroblast nucleus in which the center, brightest point of the DNA FISH signal can

186

be seen. Results from older neuroblasts at stage 14 were similar: 56.6+7.2% of the hb loci were at

187

the lamina in hbHA:WT neuroblasts compared to only 36.7+5.0% in hbHA:Δintron (P=0.007), and
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188

65.8+4.5% hb loci were near the lamina in hbHA:WT compared to 50.3+5.3% in hbHA:Δintron

189

neuroblasts (P<0.01). Together, the data show that while deletion of the IE does not impair normal

190

hb transcriptional dynamics, the hb IE is required in the neuroblast for gene-lamina association.

191
192

The hb IE is required to terminate the neuroblast early competence window

193

hb gene relocation to the nuclear lamina occurs nearly synchronously across an otherwise

194

heterogeneous group of neuroblasts at mid-embryogenic stage 12, terminating competence to

195

specify early-born molecular identities. To investigate the biological consequence of deleting the

196

IE in competence regulation, we focused on the NB7-1 lineage for which competence has been

197

well-described (Cleary and Doe, 2006; Kohwi et al., 2013; Pearson and Doe, 2003). NB7-1

198

normally expressed Hb for two divisions and produces two Hb+ U motoneurons (Figure 1a) but is

199

competent to produce early-born neurons anytime within its first five divisions, as observed

200

through both transient and continuous Hb misexpression (Meng et al., 2019; Pearson and Doe,

201

2003; Seroka and Doe, 2019). For our competence assay, we used the Gal4/UAS system (Brand

202

and Perrimon, 1993) to drive continuous Hb misexpression in the neuroblast via the UAS-hb

203

transgene and quantified early-born neurons molecularly identified by expression of HbHA, a proxy

204

for endogenous hb transcriptional activation (Figure 2d-f). We used the engrailed (en)-gal4 driver,

205

which drives strong expression in row 6 and 7 neuroblasts, including NB7-1 (Cleary and Doe,

206

2006; Kohwi et al., 2013; Pearson and Doe, 2003). Compared to hbHA:WT, we found a pronounced

207

increase in the number of HA+ neurons produced in hbHA:Δintron flies (5.2 + 1.3 neurons in hbHA:WT

208

versus 12.7 + 2.5 in hbHA:Δintron, P<0.0001) (Figures 2e and S3b). HbHA:Δintron cannot be induced by

209

misexpression of Hb directly in the postmitotic neurons (Figure S4), just as for HbHA:WT (Kohwi

210

et al., 2013), arguing against the possibility that removing the IE reduces hb repression or lowers

211

the activation threshold in response to Hb misexpression. We conclude that the hb IE functions as

212

a regulatory element for the gene’s relocation to the nuclear lamina, and this topological transition

213

has an important biological consequence on progenitor competence.

214
215

The ~250bp hb IE is sufficient for nuclear lamina relocation and silencing of reporter gene driven

216

by a constitutively active neuroblast enhancer.

217

To analyze how the hb IE functions when taken out of context of the endogenous genomic locus,

218

we generated a neuroblast GFP reporter construct, in which its synthetic intervening sequence (IVS

7

219

intron) was swapped with the hb IE sequence. We implemented the ParS-ParB system (Saad et al.,

220

2014) to compare the subnuclear positioning of the control ParS-dpn-IVS-mCD4-GFP construct

221

versus one in which the IVS intron was replaced with either one or three tandem copies of the

222

~250bp hb IE, ParS-dpn-1x(3x)hbintron-mCD4-GFP. Briefly, a ParS sequence element inserted

223

into the reporter transgene recruits mNeon-fused ParB proteins (Figure 3a), allowing fluorescent

224

visualization of the transgene locus within the nucleus (Figure 3b). Both the control and the IE-

225

swapped constructs were inserted into the identical genomic locus for direct comparison in situ. In

226

the ParS-dpn-IVS-mCD4-GFP control fly line, we found 21.6+2.6% loci at the lamina and

227

30.7+2.3% loci near (<0.4m) the lamina in stage 14 neuroblasts (297 loci quantified from N=3

228

embryos), consistent with observations from others that the genome is non-static (Kind et al., 2014),

229

and even non-LADs (lamina associated domains) can be peripherally localized ~30% of the time

230

(Guelen et al., 2008; Harr et al., 2015; Zullo et al., 2012). In contrast to the control, in the ParS-

231

dpn-1xhbintron-mCD4-GFP fly line we found 46.7+1.5% loci at or 59.4+5.3% near the lamina

232

(304 loci quantified from 3 embryos), and in ParS-dpn-3xhbintron-mCD4-GFP fly line we found

233

53.5+2.8% loci at or 62.7+3.2% near the lamina (494 loci quantified from N=4embryos), a

234

significant increase in localization at the nuclear lamina (Figure 3c) compared to the control

235

transgene, despite being driven by a constitutively active neuroblast enhancer. Thus, the hb IE is

236

both necessary and sufficient for gene-lamina relocation in vivo.

237

The ParS-dpn-IVS-mCD4-GFP control reporter line expresses GFP in the neuroblasts of

238

the VNC and is detectable from stage 10. However, in the ParS-dpn-3xhbintron-mCD4-GFP

239

embryos, GFP is silenced and never detectable in the neuroblast at any stage, even after allowing

240

time for GFP accumulation in the neuroblast and imaging with ten times the laser power as used

241

for the control reporter line (5.5% versus 0.5%, respectively) (Figure 3d,e). In ParS-dpn-

242

1xhbintron-mCD4-GFP embryo, GFP signal was also severely reduced, but became visually

243

detectable by stage 14, indicating a dosage effect of the hb intron element replacement and the

244

sufficiency for even one copy of the hb intron element to nearly fully silence an otherwise

245

transcriptionally active GFP transgene (Figure 3e). The silencing of the transgene with only ~60%

246

localization at the lamina likely reflects the mobility of the genome. Indeed, live-imaging studies

247

have shown confined diffusion of LADs (Bronshtein et al., 2016; Qin et al., 2017). Such dynamics

248

cannot be fully captured in fixed embryo preparations, in which we observe only a snapshot of the

249

genome at a time and likely underestimate the fraction of gene loci functionally associated with
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250

the lamina. As the peripheral localization and transcriptional silencing are coincident, it is difficult

251

to determine whether the reporter transgene silencing was the cause or consequence of relocation

252

to the lamina. However, our observations are consistent with others’ that relocation to the lamina

253

can silence transcriptionally active reporter genes (Finlan et al., 2008; Reddy et al., 2008), and

254

importantly, in the biological context of the endogenous hb gene, in which transcriptional

255

repression occurs significantly prior to lamina relocation (several divisions in NB7-1), removal of

256

the IE blocks lamina-relocation without disrupting transcriptional dynamics. Thus, the data show

257

that lamina-association can serve a function different from transcriptional repression, to confer a

258

heritable, refractory gene state that blocks activation in descendent neurons born after mitotic

259

divisions.

260
261

The Polycomb (PcG) chromatin factors target the hb IE

262

Though subnuclear repositioning of genes is an important component of gene regulation and has

263

been observed across multiple animal models (Kohwi et al., 2013; Meister et al., 2010; Peric-

264

Hupkes et al., 2010; Williams et al., 2006), proteins that recognize specific gene elements to

265

facilitate relocation are not known. Given the increase in chromatin accessibility of the hb intronic

266

element at the stage when the gene relocates to the neuroblast nuclear periphery for silencing, we

267

hypothesized the IE may be a binding target for a protein(s) mediating gene relocation. We

268

identified two juxtaposing putative binding motifs for Pho, the PcG subunit with a sequence-

269

specific DNA-binding domain (Brown et al., 2018; Oktaba et al., 2008) (Figure 4a) coinciding

270

with the dip in reads at the ATAC-seq peak, a typical profile for a chromatin accessible site in

271

which bound proteins interfere with Tn5 transposition at that position (Bentsen et al., 2020;

272

Buenrostro et al., 2013; Hesselberth et al., 2009). PcG proteins are chromatin factors well known

273

for their important role in the epigenetic regulation of developmental genes through the

274

cooperative activity of two multimeric protein complexes, Polycomb Repressive Complex 1

275

(PRC1) and PRC2, which are recruited to chromatin through different paths (Beuchle et al., 2001;

276

Grossniklaus and Paro, 2014; Negre et al., 2006; Papp and Muller, 2006; Schuettengruber and

277

Cavalli, 2009; Schwartz et al., 2006; Struhl, 1981; Tolhuis et al., 2006). By immunostaining for

278

Posterior Sex Combs (Psc) and Enhancer of Zeste [E(z)], the core subunits of PRC1 and PRC2,

279

respectively, we found that both are enriched in embryonic neuroblasts (Figure 4b). Taking

280

advantage of available Drosophila ChIP-seq data sets from larval brain and whole embryo (Bonnet

9

281

et al., 2019; Brown et al., 2018), we identified strong ChIP enrichment of both PRC1 and PRC2

282

subunits across the hb genomic region of ~25kb, with robust binding of multiple subunits directly

283

aligning at the hb intron site (Figure 4c). Interestingly, putative Hb target genes in the CNS (Sen

284

et al., 2019) are significantly enriched for chromatin accessible Pho sites like the hb intron,

285

compared to non-Hb targets across the genome, (Figure S5). Although hb is the only known

286

universal marker of early-born neurons, which consist of diverse cell types, perhaps genes

287

associated with early-born identity similarly become refractory to activation in neurons at the end

288

of the neuroblast’s early competence window.

289
290

PRC1 is required for hb gene relocation to the neuroblast nuclear lamina but not for hb repression

291

To test whether PcG factors are required for hb gene-lamina relocation, we examined neuroblast

292

hb gene positioning in Posterior sex combs (Psc) loss of function mutants. Psc is central to PRC1

293

repressive activity and plays a primary role in gene silencing (King et al., 2005). We found that

294

Psch27 null neuroblasts showed a significant reduction in hb loci at the nuclear lamina (Stage 12:

295

53.4+4.3% in wild type versus 26.7+5.7% in Psc-/-, P=0.001; Stage 14: 57.1+7.9% in wild type

296

versus 32.2+5.5% in Psc-/-, P=0.01) (Figure 5a). Thus, PRC1 is required for hb gene-lamina

297

association.

298

PcG proteins are critical players in stabilizing cell type specific gene expression programs

299

by maintaining gene repression. Given that actively transcribed genes are often localized away

300

from the repressive nuclear periphery (Meister et al., 2010; Peric-Hupkes and van Steensel, 2010),

301

one possible explanation for reduced hb gene-lamina association could be that hb becomes de-

302

repressed in Psc mutant neuroblasts. Surprisingly, we found no differences in Hb spatiotemporal

303

expression in Psce24 or E(z)731 loss of function mutant neuroblasts; Hb was expressed in newly

304

formed neuroblasts and rapidly downregulated with the same timing as in wild type (Figure 5b,c).

305

Importantly, we did not observe any Hb de-repression in neuroblasts of older mutant embryos at

306

stage 15.

307

To address the possibility of maternal effects that could mask zygotic mutant phenotypes,

308

we examined a maternal and zygotic loss of function mutants for extra sex combs (escmat-zyg-)

309

(Struhl, 1981; Tie et al., 1998), a component of PRC2 essential for E(z) methyltransferase activity

310

(Bonnet et al., 2019). Though escmat-zyg- mutants show strong de-repression of its Hox target,

311

Abdominal B, we did not find Hb de-repression even in late-stage neuroblasts (Figure S6a,b). We
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312

also examined a zygotic double mutant for Psc and Su(z)2 (PscP3C), which has a severe PRC1 loss

313

of function phenotype (Classen et al., 2009). Similar to escmat-zyg- mutants, PscP3C also showed

314

Abdominal B de-repression across the animal by mid-embryogenesis but no de-repression of Hb

315

in late stage mutant neuroblasts. Further supporting the lack of PcG-mediated repression of hb in

316

neuroblasts, in wild type embryos, we find markedly low levels of histone H3 Lysine 27

317

trimethylation (H3K27me3) H3K27me3, the primary histone modification associated with PcG-

318

mediated gene silencing, in neuroblasts compared to neighboring cells (Figure S6c). Histone H3

319

as well as both PRC1 and PRC2 components, however, are readily detectable in neuroblasts

320

(Figures S6c and 4b), and loss of PcG results in a reduction in hb relocation to the nuclear lamina

321

and an extension in early competence. Together, the data show that in neuroblasts, PcG activity is

322

required for hb gene lamina relocation but not hb repression.

323
324

PcG chromatin factors are required to terminate the early competence window

325

Given the effects of PcG loss on hb gene positioning, we next tested PcG proteins in neuroblast

326

competence using our competence assay on NB7-1 (Figures 6 and S7a,b). We found an extension

327

in the early competence window in Psch27 null mutants (4.5+2.3 HbHA+Eve+ neurons in wild type

328

compared to 7.2+2.0 in Psch27, P<0.0001), and phenotypes were consistent with a different Psc

329

null allele (Psce24, 8.6+2.5 HbHA+Eve+ neurons, P<0.0001). Similarly, we found that the early

330

competence window was extended in E(z) mutants. Compared to wild type (5.3+1.2 HbHA+Eve+

331

neurons), E(z)731 mutants had an extended early competence window (8.7+2.7 in E(z)-/-, P<0.0001).

332

E(z) heterozygous embryos had a small, but statistically significant increase in HbHA+Eve+ neurons

333

as well (6.3+1.6 in E(z)+/-, P=0.0006). Together, we show that either loss of PcG or deletion of the

334

250bp IE containing the PcG-binding site disrupts hb gene relocation to the neuroblast nuclear

335

lamina and a failure in the timely closure of the early competence window. However, in both cases,

336

normal hb transcriptional dynamics are not compromised, indicating that gene-lamina interactions

337

and transcriptional regulation can be controlled separately, and that in neuroblasts PcG can play a

338

unique role in nuclear architecture, by regulating gene-lamina association (Figure 7).

339
340

Discussion

341

While changes in nuclear architecture has increasingly become a major focus of understanding

342

gene regulation during development, how genome reorganization is controlled and how those
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343

changes influence subsequent cell fate decisions in vivo are not known. To address this challenging

344

question, we took advantage of the Drosophila embryo neuroblast model system in which we had

345

previously documented the in vivo developmentally-timed relocation of the hb gene to the nuclear

346

lamina in vivo. This relocation, a critical step in terminating neuroblast competence to generate

347

neurons of early-born identity, indicates that the underlying genome architecture of the progenitor

348

determines the transcriptional identity of the descendent neuron. Here, we identified a hitherto

349

uncharacterized core 250bp genomic element within the hb intronic DNA sequence that is required

350

for this topological relocation, without affecting the gene’s normal transcriptional dynamics within

351

the neuroblast. Upon deletion of this element, the hb gene fails to relocate to the lamina, extending

352

neuroblast competence to produce hb-expressing neurons. Thus, the IE does not directly regulate

353

hb transcription per se. Rather, the potential for hb expression in neurons, and consequently

354

neuronal identity, is established by the subnuclear hb gene positioning within the progenitor, and

355

this topological organization is regulated by the IE.

356

The hb IE in isolation, however, is sufficient to reposition a reporter gene driven by a

357

constitutively active enhancer to the nuclear lamina and can repress it in vivo. Thus, by examining

358

its function in both an artificial reporter context as well as in its endogenous context of a

359

developmentally-regulated gene in intact animals, we demonstrate this genomic element is

360

responsible for gene-lamina association. However, the biological consequence of this element –

361

transcriptional repression versus heritably-refractory gene state – depends on the specific genomic

362

context. The fact that hb gene-lamina association in the progenitor affects the hb gene state in the

363

neuron indicates that changes in nuclear architecture can have functional consequences in cells

364

born after multiple mitotic divisions.

365

Identification of the hb intron as a core regulatory element led to our findings that PcG

366

chromatin factors are key regulators of gene-lamina interactions. In both Drosophila and

367

mammalian cells PcG proteins have been shown to engage in long-range interactions to facilitate

368

repression (Bantignies et al., 2011; Bonev et al., 2017; Eagen et al., 2017; Gentile et al., 2019;

369

Gozalo et al., 2020; Kundu et al., 2017; Tolhuis et al., 2011), and loss of PRC1 was shown to lead

370

to Hox gene decompaction prior to de-repression (Cheutin and Cavalli, 2018). Thus, PcG function

371

in higher order genome architecture has been intimately tied to its role as a developmental

372

repressor. Whether PcG proteins have a repression-independent function in regulating genome

373

architecture is an important and emerging question with very few in vivo studies. In murine
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374

embryonic stem (ES) cells, loss of PRC2 or PRC1-mediated chromatin interactions is not

375

necessarily accompanied by gene activation (Boyle et al., 2020; Cruz-Molina et al., 2017),

376

suggesting that PcG factors might regulate a subset of target genes at the level of higher order

377

chromatin architecture without affecting their repressive state. However, determining whether

378

such regulation is biologically meaningful requires careful validation in tissue context. We find

379

that in neuroblasts neither loss of PRC2 or PRC1 results in de-repression of Hb in neuroblasts once

380

its normal expression window ends, even upon loss of both maternal and zygotic esc, the most

381

severe genetic loss of PRC2 function that causes genome-wide loss of H3K27me3 deposition

382

(Bonnet et al., 2019). This is further supported by our observations that neuroblasts have markedly

383

lower H3K27me3 signals compared to their neighboring cells. Thus, while maintenance of hb

384

repression once it is silenced in neuroblasts does not appear to rely on PcG proteins or H3K27me3

385

chromatin modifications, PcG activity is essential for hb gene-lamina association.

386

Furthermore, in the context of the developing animal, we found that the PcG-mediated

387

gene-lamina association of the hb gene plays an essential role in regulating neuroblast competence

388

to specify early-born fate neurons. Investigating mechanisms controlling stem/progenitor

389

competence is crucial to understanding how specific cell fates are established in an organized,

390

coordinated manner within the developing brain. PcG function has been implicated in stem cell

391

competence in many animal systems, but mechanisms remain largely unknown. Upon removal of

392

PRC2, germ cells in C. elegans become competent to respond to terminal selector transcription

393

factors and directly convert to specific neuronal cell types (Patel et al., 2012). Loss of PcG activity

394

has been shown to extend Drosophila neuroblast competence to respond to the temporal identity

395

factor Kruppel (Touma et al., 2012). During the neurogenesis-to-gliogenesis transition in mouse,

396

loss of a PRC1 subunit, Ring1B, leads to an increase in progenitor competence to respond to Wnt

397

signaling to induce neurogenesis (Hirabayashi et al., 2009). In murine ES cells, loss of PRC2

398

reduces competence to activate anterior neural genes in response to differentiation (Cruz-Molina

399

et al., 2017). Thus, PcG protein function in neural competence is likely highly conserved,

400

underscoring the importance of understanding the mechanisms of their function in vivo.

401

In summary, our results provide important mechanistic insights into nuclear architecture

402

reorganization in vivo by identifying a small genomic element responsible for gene-lamina

403

association of a developmentally-regulated gene. We identified PcG chromatin factors as key

13

404

regulators that associate with this gene element for lamina relocation without affecting the gene’s

405

transcriptional dynamics, demonstrating a non-canonical role in nuclear architecture.

406

Importantly, we provide functional evidence that topology-specific gene regulation plays a

407

critical role in vivo, to control neuroblast early competence. Competence transitions are an

408

important developmental feature of neural progenitors that not only determine the timeframe

409

when each neural cell type can be generated during development, but provide the heritable

410

blueprint upon which the transcriptional program of the descendent neurons is executed. Future

411

work will elucidate whether similar processes are employed during mammalian neurogenesis and

412

how such mechanisms have contributed to the evolution of neural diversity.

413
414

Limitations of the study: While our results show that the IE and PcG proteins are required for

415

hb gene relocation to the neuroblast nuclear lamina to confer a heritably-silenced gene state,

416

there may be additional factors that play a role in establishing and/or maintaining hb association

417

with the nuclear periphery. Deletion of the IE results in a greater extension in early competence

418

compared to loss of Psc or E(z), which could be due to compensatory function between PcG

419

subunits, but also yet unknown factors that target the IE. Furthermore, we do not have the full

420

picture of PcG function within embryonic neuroblasts. For the hb gene, we have shown that PcG

421

function is required for its relocation to the nuclear lamina and not for its repression, but further

422

studies will be required to determine whether PcG in neuroblasts regulates gene-lamina

423

interactions across the genome, and the extent to which such interactions are also decoupled

424

from the repressive functions for which PcG proteins are well known. PcG has been associated

425

with maintenance of gene repression through catalyzing H3K27me3 histone marks, and these

426

marks have also been proposed to prevent spreading of repression beyond LAD borders (Harr et

427

al., 2015; Guelen et al., 2008). However, given the dearth in H3K27me3 signals in neuroblasts

428

compared to other cell types, and the lack of repressive effects that loss of E(z) and esc has on

429

hb, it would be fascinating and important to map H3K27me3 deposition in neuroblasts and

430

determine the functional relationship between PcG proteins and H3K27me3 in the context of

431

nuclear architecture.

432
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Main Figure Titles and Legends:

451
452

Figure 1: Chromatin accessible hb intronic element does not regulate hb transcription.

453

a, Neuroblast 7-1 (NB7-1, center) and its neural lineage arranged by birth order. b, over time,

454

hunchback (hb) gene in the neuroblast is transcriptionally repressed (1) then relocates to the

455

nuclear lamina (2), closing the early competence window. c, schematic of neuroblast

456

purification. d, ATAC-seq profiles of stage 5, 10 and stage 12 neuroblasts (st10 and st12 traces

457

are an average of N=5 and 4 replicates, respectively). Black horizontal bars indicate known hb

458

transcriptional enhancers/promoters (Hirono et al., 2012; McKay and Lieb, 2013). Red arrow, hb

459

intronic element. e, log2 ratio. f, Schematic of IE deletion from the 32kb hb genomic BAC and

460

generation of transgenic animals. g, Schematic of ventral and lateral views of the embryonic

461

VNC; neurons (blue), neuroblast (purple). h, Ventral views of wild type and HbHA:∆intron embryo

462

VNC immunostained with anti-Hb (all Hb protein), anti-HA (BAC-specific), and anti-Dpn (pan-

463

neuroblast) antibodies. Bottom panels show NB7-1’s U motoneuron (Eve+) neural progeny; inset

464

shows neurons from different z planes. See also Figures S1 and S2.
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465
466

Figure 2: The hb intron is required for gene relocation the nuclear lamina and termination

467

of the early competence window.

468

a, Single z-plane showing DNA FISH signal of representative neuroblast nuclei. Whole stage 12

469

and 14, HbHA:WT or HbHA:∆intron embryos were hybridized with hb DNA probe and

470

immunostained for Lamin Dm0 and pan-neuroblast marker, Worniu. b, fraction of hb loci at

471

neuroblast nuclear lamina (N=3 embryos per genotype, loci quantified shown on each bar). c,

472

Spatial distribution of hb loci binned by gene-lamina distances. d, NB7-1 lineage early

473

competence assay in HbHA:∆intron vs HbHA:WT (en>GAL4, UAShb). e, Quantification of early

474

competence window (Eve+HA+) and total lineage length (Eve+). f, Schematic summary of early

475

competence window in hbHA:∆intron neuroblasts. All data are represented as mean + SD. See also

476

Figure S3 and S4.

477
478

Figure 3: The hb intronic element is sufficient to relocate a GFP reporter gene to the

479

neuroblast nuclear lamina.

480

a, Schematic of genotypes. b, In situ detection of reporter transgene in whole, stage 14 embryo

481

neuroblasts. Representative image of single z-plane of neuroblast showing ParB-Neon (transgene

482

locus) and lamin from either IVS control (top panels) or hb intron-swapped reporter constructs.

483

c, quantification of transgene loci localized at or near the lamina. d, Ventral views of 50-micron

484

z projections through the neuroblast layer of control, 1x intron-swapped, 3x intron-swapped GFP

485

reporter embryos showing dose-dependent effects of the hb intron element insertion. Embryos

486

are stained with GFP, Dpn (pan-neuroblast) and DAPI. e, Neuroblast GFP signal quantified as a

487

ratio of neuroblasts to background. Each N is average of 50 neuroblasts. All data are represented

488

as mean + SD.

489
490

Figure 4: Chromatin profiling reveals highly-accessible PcG-binding site in hb intron.

491

a, ATAC-seq signal (green) at the hb locus shown at two scales. Two putative Pho binding

492

motifs indicated in red; respective position Weight Matrix within hb intron ATAC peak are

493

shown below. b, VNC of stage 12 embryos showing Psc or E(z) (green), pan-neuroblast markers,

494

Dpn, Wor (magenta). c, ChIP-seq profiles of PRC1 and PRC2 subunits across ~25kb hb genomic

495

region (gray) aligned with stage 12 neuroblast-specific ATAC-seq data (green). ChIP-seq

16

496

profiles (Brown et al., 2018); last Pho ChIP-seq profile (Bonnet et al., 2019). Red/Black bars,

497

statistically significant putative Pho binding motifs (red bars, inverse of p-value < Q1 +

498

1.5*IQR). Normalized ChIP (log2 ChIP/input ratio, gray lines) peaks directly align with the

499

ATAC signal (RPM normalized, green line) peak at the Pho motif site (center dashed line). See

500

also Figure S5.

501
502

Figure 5: PRC1 is required for hb relocation to nuclear lamina in neuroblasts, but not in hb

503

repression.

504

a, left: single z-plane of DNA FISH image of representative neuroblast nuclei from intact stage

505

12 and 14, WT or Psc-/- embryos. Right: fraction of hb loci at or near neuroblast nuclear lamina

506

(N=3 embryos per genotype; quantified loci shown on each bar). b, Ventral view of stage 12 and

507

15 VNC from WT, Psc-/- and E(z) -/- embryos immunostained for Hb and Dpn. At late stage 12,

508

Hb+ neuroblasts detected only in thoracic segments (arrows); no Hb+ neuroblasts detected in

509

abdominal segments (*). (midline, solid lines). c, Proportion of Hb+ neuroblasts in Psc-/- or E(z) -/-

510

embryos (N=3). All data are represented as mean + SD; ns = not significant. See also Figure S6.

511
512

Figure 6: PcG chromatin factors are required to terminate the early competence window.

513

a, Early competence assay comparing WT to Psch27 or E(z)731 embryos. Dotted circles indicate

514

early-born neurons of NB7-1 lineage. Insets show neural progeny from overlapping z planes.

515

Quantification shown at the right. b, schematic summary of results. All data are represented as

516

mean + SD. See also Figure S7.

517
518

Figure 7: Summary model. Cis-acting, 250bp intronic element regulates hb gene relocation to

519

the neuroblast nuclear lamina in mid-embryonic neuroblasts. The intronic element is bound by

520

PcG chromatin factors which are required for hb gene relocation. Schematic to the right shows

521

early competence window of each genotype. Bottom, hb intron element is sufficient to relocate

522

GFP reporter construct to nuclear lamina and silence it. Gray box highlights the gene positioning

523

phenotypes of each genotype.

524
525

STAR methods

526
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527

RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

528
529

Lead Contact

530

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be

531

fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Minoree Kohwi (mk3632@columbia.edu).

532
533

Materials availability

534

Drosophila stocks and other reagents from in this study are available upon request from the Lead

535

Contact, Minoree Kohwi, or from public/commercial sources that are listed in Key Resources.

536
537

Data and Code availability

538

The ATAC sequence data reported in this paper have been deposited to the NCBI Sequence

539

Read Archive with the accession number PRJNA754600

540

(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioproject/PRJNA754600). Any additional information required

541

to reanalyze the data reported in this manuscript will available from the Lead Contact upon

542

request.

543

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

544
545

Fly Lines

546

Wild-type (w1118), Psch27 (Bloomington, BL#5547), Psce24 (BL #24155), E(z)731 (BL #24470),

547

1407-GAL4 (BL #8751), CQ2-GAL4 (BL #7466), en-GAL4 (chrom III, BL #46438), en-GAL4

548

(chrom II, (Harrison et al., 1995; Isshiki et al., 2001), UAS-hb (Wimmer et al., 2000), esc6 and

549

esc5 (Struhl, 1981; Tie et al., 1998), Psc-Su(z)2P3C (P3C) (Classen et al., 2009), hbHA:WT (Kohwi

550

et al., 2013). Flies were raised on a standard cornmeal/molasses medium at 25C.

551
552

METHOD DETAILS

553

Plasmids and BAC

554

To generate dpn-eGFP was generated in this study by modifying a dpn-GAL80 construct (kind

555

gift from Chris Doe) to replace GAL80 with eGFP (Addgene #1299) and was inserted into attP2

18

556

and attP40 integration sites. hbHA:∆intron was generated by using recombineering (Venken et al.,

557

2009) to remove a portion of the hb intron from a 32kb BAC containing the hb gene locus with

558

an N-terminal HA epitope tag (Kohwi et al., 2013). ParS-dpn-1xhbintron-mCD4-tdGFP and

559

ParS-dpn-3xhbintron-mCD4-tdGFP were generated by replacing the10XUAS and GFP of the

560

pJFRC81-10XUAS-IVS-Syn21-GFP-p10 (pJFRC81) (Addgene #36432), with dpn (from the dpn-

561

gal80 construct, above) and mCD4 (BL #35836), and then subsequently replacing the IVS intron

562

with either a single copy, or three tandem copies of the 250bp element of the hb intron. The ParS

563

sequence from cloned from pFG4-INT2. The dpn-ParB-Neon2 construct was generated from the

564

pBPGUw-attB (Addgene #17575). ParB-Neon sequence from an hsp70-ParB-Neon plasmid was

565

cloned into an intermediate plasmid containing the Dpn enhancer followed by the Drosophila

566

Synthetic Core Promoter (DSCP) and terminated by the 3’UTR of hsp70. Both pFG4-INT2 and

567

hsp70-ParB-Neon plasmids were a kind gift from Dr. Richard Mann. All transgenes above were

568

generated using Sequence Ligation Independent Cloning (SLIC)(Jeong et al., 2012). To generate

569

the ∆intron:HA:hb construct, we synthesized primers (below) with 80nt homology to sequences

570

flanking the hb intron to amplify a lox flanked Kanamycin resistance (KanR) cassette within the

571

PL-452 N-eGFP plasmid. This fragment was used to recombiner the 32kb HA:hb BACampR,

572

which replaced 246bp of the intron with 86bp sequence from the PL-452N-eGFP plasmid. The

573

final construct was inserted at attp2 (3L 68A4) using site specific integration.

574

5’HR Forward: tcatgatctttataatcaccgtcatggtctttgtagtccatcttggcggctctagacggctgtaatggataagaaaacag

575

agagagtggggttagtctcggcatggacgagctgtacaag; 3’HR Reverse:

576

ataatatacttgcaaatccttacgaaaatcccgacaa

577

atttggaatatacttcgatacaatcgcaatcatacgcactgagcggccacgaaacggtctagtggatcccctcgagggaccta.

578
579

Cell dissociation and FACS

580

dpn-eGFP embryos were collected for one hour, dechorionated, and immersed in halocarbon oil

581

(Sigma-Aldrich) to identify stage. For stage 5 ATAC-seq, five embryos were collected after

582

aging for one hour at 25oC, dissociated and directly processed for ATAC-seq. For stage 10 and

583

12 neuroblasts, embryos older than stage 4 were removed by hand to ensure developmental stage

584

uniformity. Embryos were then aged at 18oC for 16 hours to reach stage 12, or at 29oC for 3

585

hours to reach stage 10 before dissociating in Chan and Gehring’s Balanced Saline (C&G) buffer

586

(Chan and Gehring, 1971) with 2% fetal bovine serum. Cells were incubated with Calcein Violet
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587

450 AM and 7-AAD (Thermo Fisher Scientific) to label live and dead cells, respectively, and

588

sorted on a Beckman Coulter MoFlo Astrios EQ (Fig. S3B). FACS based on their viability, size,

589

granularity and GFP fluorescence intensity (Fig. S3C). Neuroblasts were collected into cold

590

ATAC-seq lysis buffer and incubated for 10 min on ice prior to transposition. A fraction of

591

sorted cells were plated on glass coverslips and fixed for 15min at room temperature in 4%

592

formaldehyde for immunostaining (Fig. S3D). FACS gates were adjusted to include the large,

593

round neuroblasts and eliminate Elav+ neurons that formed neuroblast-sized clusters. During

594

each FACS, cells were examined under brightfield to confirm these criteria.

595
596

Low input ATAC-seq

597

ATAC-seq was performed as described in (Buenrostro et al., 2015) with minor modifications for

598

low-input. After sorting, the transposition reaction mix (13.5µl 2x TD Buffer + 1.5µl Tn5

599

Transposase, Tn5 Illumina) was added to neuroblasts and incubated for 30min at 37oC. ATAC-

600

seq libraries were generated using NEB Next High Fidelity 2xPCR Master Mix to amplify

601

transposed DNA using barcoded primers (Buenrostro et al., 2013). Concentrations and fragment

602

size distributions were checked on a 2100 Bioanalyzer. Libraries were pooled and sequenced

603

paired-end on an Illumina NextSeq500 sequencer. Four biological replicates of neuroblasts were

604

sequenced. Paired-end sequencing data were aligned to the Dm6 Drosophila genome using

605

bowtie2. PCR duplicates were removed and read positions relative to Tn5 cut site were adjusted

606

as in (Buenrostro et al., 2013). For visualization purposes, all samples were normalized by Reads

607

per million (RPM). Peaks were called using MACS2 from <100bp fragment pairs representing

608

open regions and ranked by fold change.

609
610

ATAC-seq data processing

611

Raw sequencing data (basecall files (BCLs)) were converted to FASTQ format using bcl2fastq

612

conversion software (Illumina). Quality assurance was performed using FASTQC (S. Andrews

613

2010). Adaptor sequences were removed using cutadapt in paired-end mode (-m5 -e 0.2 -o {R1}

614

-p {R2}) (Martin, 2011). Paired-end reads were aligned against dm6 (dmel_r6, Flybase) using

615

bowtie2 (-k 4 -X2000 --local --mm) (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012). PCR duplicate were

616

remove using Picard MarkDuplicatesReads (Picard Toolkit, Broad Institute) and further filtering

617

was done using samtools (-F 1804 -f 2 -q 30 chrX chrY chr4 chr2L chr2R chr3L chr3R) (Li et

20

618

al., 2009). Read positions were adjusted as in (Buenrostro et al., 2013) on bedgraph file using

619

+5/-4 bp shift for first in pair and second in pair respectively and read per million (RPM)

620

normalization was applied to all samples using BEDTools genomecov (-scale {RPM} -d)

621

(Quinlan and Hall, 2010) before generating bigwig file for visualization using

622

bedGraphToBigWig (Kent et al., 2010).

623
624

Peak detection for ATAC-seq data and differential analysis

625

Peaks were called from fragment-size filtered bam files (< 100bp, representing open region only)

626

using MACS2 (callpeak -f BAMPE -g dm -q 1.10-6 --slocal 10000 --nomodel --shift -100 --

627

extsize 200 --nolambda) (Zhang et al., 2008). Peaks were ranked using their MACS2 fold change

628

and the top 20% were analyzed for association with neural genes. Replicates were correlated

629

with single cell ATAC data (Cusanovich et al., 2018)by extracting bigwig tracks from their

630

scATAC-seq browser and running plotCorrelation from deepTools (Ramirez et al., 2016).

631

Differential analysis for ATACseq peaks at Stage 10 vs. Stage 12 were performed using

632

DiffBind (Ross-Innes et al., 2012) (all aligned file replicates were used along with their specific

633

peak list). We used 0.05 as threshold of significance for differential analysis results.

634
635

Immunohistochemistry

636

Embryos were immunostained following standard protocols (Rothwell, 2000). Briefly, embryos

637

were fixed in a 1:1 mixture of 4% formaldehyde in PEM buffer (0.1M Pipes, 1mM MgS04, 2mM

638

EGTA) and N-heptane and rocked for 22 min at room temperature. Embryos were devitellinized

639

by vigorous shaking in a 1:1 mixture of methanol:heptane and washed with PBS before staining.

640

Embryos were incubated in primary antibodies diluted in PBS-0.1% Tween 20 (PBT) overnight

641

at 4oC, secondary antibodies at room temperature for 1.5hrs, and streptavidin for 20min at room

642

temperature.

643
644

Immuno-DNA FISH

645

We performed DNA in situ hybridization (DNA-FISH) as previously described (Bantignies et al.,

646

2011; Kohwi et al., 2013). Briefly, embryos were fixed in 4% formaldehyde in PIPES buffer

647

(60mM KCl, 15mM NaCl, 0.5mM spermidine, 0.15mM spermine, 2mM EDTA, 0.5mM EGTA,

648

15mM PIPES pH 7.4) and rocked for 25 min at room temperature with an equal volume of heptane,

21

649

followed by vigorous shaking in a 1:1 mixture of methanol:heptane to release the embryos

650

(methanol cracking). We made the hb DNA FISH probe by amplifying genomic DNA spanning

651

a ~10kb region at the hb locus using PCR (Table S1) and generated fluorescent probes using the

652

DNA FISH Tag kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Rehydrated embryos were treated with RNaseA

653

(150mg/ml) for 2hr at room temperature and washed 1hr in PB-0.3%Triton-X (PBTx). Embryos

654

were gradually stepped into 100% pre-hybridization mixture (pHM: 50% formamide; 4XSSC; 100

655

mM NaH2PO4, pH 7.0; 0.1% Tween 20) by a series of PBTx:pHM washes for 20min each.

656

Embryos were pre-hybridized 1h at 37oC, denatured 15min at 80oC and rocked 16h at 37oC in

657

FISH DNA hybridization buffer (10% Dextran sulfate, 50% deionized formamide, 2XSSC, 0.5

658

mg/ml Salmon Sperm DNA) containing denatured probe. Embryos were washed in a series of

659

decreasing formamide/0.3% CHAPS solutions at 37oC with final washes at room temperature.

660

Embryos were subsequently immunostained according to standard immunochemistry protocol,

661

mounted in vectashield (Vectorlabs) and imaged on a confocal microscope, Zeiss LSM 700.

662
663

Confocal imaging

664

3D imaging was done on a Zeiss 700 Axio Imager 2 laser scanning confocal. DNA-FISH and

665

ParB-ParS images were taken at a 0.4µm step size, and pinholes were adjusted to have equal

666

optical section thickness for all channels.

667
668

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

669

Image analysis

670

All image analyses were done on Fiji (Schindelin et al., 2012). For DNA-FISH, we identified the

671

z-plane in which the FISH signal was strongest and measured the shortest distance to the nuclear

672

lamina. FISH signals for which pixels overlapped with those of lamin signal was scored to be

673

“on” lamin, and FISH foci not touching lamin but still within 0.4µm of the lamina was scored as

674

“near.” Embryos were scored twice by two independent observers.

675
676

ChIP-seq analysis

677

Raw ChIP-seq datasets from Brown et, al. 2018 (GSE102339) (Brown et al., 2018) for E(z), Pc,

678

Ph, Psc, Pho and input and Bonnet et, al. 2019 (GSE114832) (Bonnet et al., 2019) for Pho and

679

input were processed as follows: adaptor removal using Cutadapt (-m 5, -e 0.2), alignment to

22

680

dm6 using bowtie2 (-local, --very-sensitive-local), removal of PCR duplicates using PICARD

681

Mark duplicates, removal of mitochondrial DNA and read quality filter at 30 using Samtools (-q

682

30). Resulting bam files were merged by replicate, and log2 (RPM-normalized ChIP) / (RPM-

683

normalized Input) bigwig files were generated using Bedtools (bamcompare). We identified

684

putative Pho motifs occurrence within the hb genomic region using PWMScan (PWMTools,

685

ccg.epfl.ch) (Ambrosini et al., 2018) by selecting Pho_DROME_B1H OTF0277.1 (OnTheFly

686

2014 motif library) with a p-value cutoff at 5.10-4.

687
688

Hb vs Pho target analysis

689

Putative Hb binding target genes were extracted from pan-neuroblast Hb DamID sequencing data

690

(Sen et al., 2019). Dam-only and Hb-Dam raw reads were re-analyzed for peak detection using

691

damidseq_pipeline (Marshall and Brand, 2015). The resulting list was further filtered to include

692

only those with genome-wide hb PWM occurrences (PWMscan (Ambrosini et al., 2018) for

693

HUNB_DROME_SELEX_OTF0231.1 from OnTheFly2014 library using 1e-4 p-value) resulting

694

in 884 genes, annotated by PAVIS (Huang et al., 2013) (dm6.05, 5kb upstream and 1kb

695

downstream), that contain Hb peaks overlapping with a hb binding motif. Chromatin accessible

696

(“open”) Pho motifs in stage 12 neuroblasts were extracted by intersecting the genome-wide

697

Pho-PWM/ChIP list with Stage 12 ATAC-seq peak summit data, as described below: The Pho

698

PWM/ChIP list contains genomic Pho motif occurrences (see ChIP-seq analysis section) that

699

also have Pho ChIP peaks in L3 larval brain (Brown et al., 2018) or late stage embryo Pho ChIP

700

peaks (Bonnet et al., 2019). Stage 12 ATAC-seq peak summit list was generated by running

701

MACS2 (Zhang et al., 2008) on the ATAC Stage 12 neuroblast replicate-merged bam file

702

(Huang et al., 2013) (callpeak with following option: -f BAMPE, -q 0.05, -slocal 10000, -

703

nomodel, -shift -100, -extsize 200, -nolambda). To score for the presence of Pho-motifs within

704

the chromatin accessible regions, each analyzed ATAC peak was restricted to a region that

705

contained the summit and surrounding accessible sequences corresponding to 20% of the peak

706

width. The resulting list was annotated to the closest gene using the PAVIS webtool

707

(manticore.niehs.nih.gov/pavis2). Finally, the Hb putative target genes list and the Stage-12-

708

Open-Pho-PWM/ChIP target genes list were compared (210 genes intersect) and the result was

709

tested against a random model. The random model consists of randomly picking 210 non-Hb

710

target 10’000 times and quantify their intersection with the Stage-12-Open-Pho-PWM/ChIP

23

711

target list. All data intersections were done using Bedtools (Quinlan and Hall, 2010) (intersect -

712

wa).

713
714

Statistical analysis

715

We applied standard t-tests using Prism v8. Statistical significance was classified as followed: **

716

≤ 0.01, *** ≤ 0.001, **** ≤ 0.0001. For competence window tests, N’s represent each neuroblast

717

lineage quantified by a minimum of three embryos per genotype. For DNA FISH tests, N’s

718

represent each embryo, and number of FISH signals quantified are shown on the graph. Graphs

719

show each data point used for statistical analysis, and bars indicate mean and standard deviation.

720

To estimate the P-value of bootstrap simulation we use the following formula: pval = (1 + sum(s

721

>= s0)) / (N+1), in which s is random values and s0 is the observed value.

722
723

Supplemental information:

724

Table S1

725

Supplemental Figures S1-S7
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Key Resource Table

KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE

SOURCE

IDENTIFIER

Chicken polyclonal anti-HA

Bethyl
Laboratories

Cat#A190-106A; RRID:AB_66692

Chicken polyclonal anti-GFP

Aves Labs

Cat#GFP-1010; RRID:AB_2307313

Rat monoclonal anti-HA
(3F10)

Sigma-Aldrich

Cat#11867423001;
RRID:AB_390918

Rat monoclonal anti-Deadpan
(11D1CH11)

Abcam

Cat#ab195172

Rat monoclonal anti-Worniu
(5A3AD2)

Abcam

Cat#ab196362

Rabbit polyclonal antiHunchback

Kind gift from
Dr. Chris Doe,
University of
Oregon

N/A

Mouse monoclonal anti-Eve
(3C10)

Developmental
Studies
Hybridoma
Bank (DSHB)

Cat#3C10-c; RRID:AB_528229

Mouse monoclonal anti-Elav
(9F8A9)

DSHB

Cat#9F8A9-s; RRID:AB_2314364

Rabbit polyclonal anti-Lamin
R-836

Kind gift from
Dr. Paul
Fischer,
Stony Brook
University

N/A

Mouse monoclonal anti-Psc
(6E8)

DSHB

Cat#6E8-s;
RRID:AB_528437

Rabbit polyclonal anti-E(z)

Kind gift from
Dr. Jürg Müller,
Max-Planck
Institute of
Biochemistry

N/A

Mouse monoclonal anti-Abd-B
(1A2E9)

DSHB

Cat#1A2E9; RRID:AB_528061

Rabbit polyclonal antiH3K27me3

Sigma-Aldrich

Cat#07-449; RRID: AB_310624

Antibodies

Mouse anti-mNeonGreen

Antibodiesonline

Cat#ABIN5608502

Rabbit polyclonal anti-Histone
H3

Abcam

Cat#ab5176; RRID:AB_304763

SW102 E. coli containing
32kb-HA-hb BAC

Kohwi et al.
2013

N/A

TransforMax™ EPI300™
Electrocompetent E. coli

Lucigen

EC300110

Bacterial and Virus Strains

Biological Samples

Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins

Halocarbon oil 27

Sigma-Aldrich

H8773; Cas: 9002-83-9

Fetal Bovine Serum

Sigma-Aldrich

12306C

Calcein Violet 450AM Viability
Dye

Thermo Fisher
Scientific

65-0854-39

7-AAD Viability Staining
Solution

Thermo Fisher
Scientific

00-6993-50

SYBR® Green I Nucleic Acid
Gel Stain

Thermo Fisher
Scientific

S7563

DAPI

Thermo Fisher
Scientific

D3571

AMPure XP beads

Beckman
Coulter

A63880

TDE1 (Tagment DNA
Enzyme, Tn5)

Illumina

15027865

NEBNext High-Fidelity 2x
PCR MM

NEB

m0541s

Normal Goat Serum

Jackson
ImmunoResear
ch

005-000-121

Aqua-Poly/Mount

Polysciences

18606

Chan and Gehring’s Balanced
Saline (C&G Medium)

Chan et al.,
1971

N/A

Fisherbrand Sterile Cell
Strainers (40µm)

Fisher
Scientific

22363547

Bel-Art™ SP Scienceware™
Flowmi™ Cell Strainers
(40µm)

Fisher
Scientific

14100150

DWK Life Sciences
Wheaton™ Dounce Tissue
Grinders

Fisher
Scientific

357542

NextSeq 500/550 High Output
Kit v2.5 (75 Cycles)

Illumina

20024906

PhiX CONTROL V3 KIT

Illumina

FC-110-3001

High Sensitivity DNA Kit

Agilent

5067-4626

Qubit™ dsDNA HS Assay Kit

Thermo
Fisher
Scientific

Q32851

DNA Clean & Concentrator-5

Zymo
Research

D4013

FISH Tag™ DNA Orange Kit,
with Alexa Fluor™ 555 dye

Thermo Fisher
Scientific

F32948

HiSpeed Plasmid Midi Kit

Qiagen

12643

This study

NCBI SRA accession number PRJNA754600

Critical Commercial Assays

Deposited Data

Stages 5, 10, and
12_sortedNB_ATACseq

Experimental Models: Cell Lines

Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains

D. melanogaster:
Psch27 : Psc[h27]/CyO

Bloomington
Drosophila
Stock Center
(BDSC)

Cat#5547; RRID:BDSC_5547

D. melanogaster: Psc[e24]:
y[1] w[*];
P{ry[+t7.2]=neoFRT}42D
Psc[e24]/SM6b,
P{ry[+t7.2]=eve-lacZ8.0}SB1

BDSC

Cat#24155;
RRID:BDSC_24155

D. melanogaster: E(z)[731]:
w[*]; E(z)[731]
P{1xFRT.G}2A/TM6C, Sb[1]
Tb[1]

BDSC

Cat#24470; RRID:BDSC_24470

D. melanogaster: inscutablegal4:
w[*];P{w[+mW.hs]=GawB}insc
[Mz1407]

BDSC

Cat#8751;
RRID:BDSC_8751

D. melanogaster:CQ2-GAL4:
y[1] w[*]; P{w[+mC]=CQ2GAL4}O

BDSC

Cat#7466;
RRID:BDSC_7466

D. melanogaster: en-GAL4:
w[1118]; P{y[+t7.7]
w[+mC]=GMR60F10GAL4}attP2

BDSC

Cat#46438;
RRID:BDSC_46438

D. melanogaster: UAS-hb

Wimmer et al.,
2000

N/A

D. melanogaster: PscSu(z)2[P3C]

Classen et al.,
2009

N/A

D. melanogaster: esc[6]/CyO

Struhl, 1981

N/A

D. melanogaster: esc[5]/CyO

Struhl, 1981

N/A

D. melanogaster: HbHA:WT

Kohwi et al.,
2013

N/A

D. melanogaster: Dpn-eGFP

This paper

N/A

D. melanogaster:
Hb[HA:∆intron]

This paper

N/A

D. melanogaster: w[1118]

BDSC

Cat#3605;
RRID:BDSC_3605

Kohwi et al.,
2013

N/A

Oligonucleotides

Primers for the Hb DNA FISH
probe, see Suppl.Table S1

Recombinant DNA

NLS pEGFP-N3(1299)

Addgene

Cat#62043; RRID:Addgene_62043

Dpn-Gal80

Kind gift from
Dr. Chris Doe,
University of
Oregon

N/A

Dpn-NLSpEGFP-N3

This paper

N/A

Hb[HA:WT] BAC

Kohwi et al.,
(2013)

N/A

Hb[HA:∆intron] BAC

This paper

N/A

PL-452 N-EGFP

AddGene

Cat#19173; RRID:Addgene_19173

bcl2fastq conversion software

Illumina

N/A

FASTQC

S. Andrews

http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc
/

Cutadapt

Martin et al.,
2011

https://cutadapt.readthedocs.io/en/stable/

bowtie2

Langmead and
Salzberg, 2012

https://github.com/BenLangmead/bowtie2

Picard Toolkit

Broad Institute

http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard

samtools

Li et al., 2009

http://www.htslib.org

BEDTools

Quinlan and
Hall, 2010

https://github.com/arq5x/bedtools2

BedGraphToBigWig

Kent et al.,
2010

http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/admin/exe/linux.x86_64/
bedGraphToBigWig

MACS2

Zhang et al.,
2008

https://github.com/macs3-project/MACS

deepTools2

Ramirez et al.,
2016

https://github.com/deeptools/deepTools

Software and Algorithms

DiffBind

Ross-Innes et
al., 2012

https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/DiffB
ind.html

Fiji

Schindelin et
al., 2012

https://fiji.sc

Figure 1
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Table S1. Primers used to generate hb DNA FISH probe. Related to Figures 2 and 5.
Forward primer

Reverse primer

GAGGCTGCCGCTTGATTAACAC

ATCCAAGCAGGATCTCAGTAGC

AGGCTACTGAGATCCTGCTTGG

GCGTGGTTTGCTGTGGGAAATG

AAACGTGCCCTCCTGTTAAGTG

TAGATGGGCGGATATGGGTCTC

TCGAGTTCATCCCTCAACCTCC

GACAACAATTCCACTCAGCCAC

TGGCTGAGTGGAATTGTTGTCG

TCCTCCTTTCCCAGCTATTGAC

AGTCAATAGCTGGGAAAGGAGG AGATGTGAGCCCAGTGTAATCC
GGGCAACTTTAAGCCCAGACAC

GGCATGGACTTTCGGCAATTAG

TCCAACATTACGCAGTACGCAG

CACTATTGTTTGGCCGCATAGC

Supplemental Figure 1 (related to Figure 1). Neuroblast reporter and FACS validation.
a, Lateral views of stage 12 dpn-eGFP embryos immunostained for neuroblast marker, Dpn, neuronal marker, Elav, and
GFP. Bottom panels show high magnification of inset. GFP is strong in neuroblasts but can be detected at lower levels in
the neural progeny due to GFP perdurance. b, FACS scatter plots showing gates used to purify neuroblasts. Cell viability
based on Calcein violet (viable) and 7AAD (dead) stains. c, Representative images of non-sorted cells (top) and sorted
neuroblasts (bottom) stained with GFP, Dpn, and Elav. Right: high magnification of insets.

Supplemental Figure 2 (related to Figure 1): Validation of neuroblast-specific ATAC-seq data.
a, Distribution of fragment length from ATAC-seq libraries from four biological replicates of stage 12 FACS sorted
neuroblasts. Open region peak (0-100bp), mono- nucleosome peak (150-250bp) and di-nucleosome peak (350-450bp) are
visible. b, Pearson correlation heat map between stage 12 neuroblast ATAC-seq replicates (this paper) and all clusters from
single cell ATAC- seq of whole, mid-embryogenic embryos (Cusanovich et al., 2018). c, ATAC-seq profile of example
neuroblast genes (left) and non-neuroblast genes (right). d, ATAC peaks displayed ranked by amplitude (read pileup). A
subset of neural genes expressed at stage 12 mid-embryogenesis is indicated along the distribution. e, reads per million
normalized ATAC-seq profile spanning the hb locus at the cellular blastoderm Stage 5 (2-3h after egg laying, AEL) and the
mid-embryogenesis Stage 12 (7-9h AEL). The hb locus is located on chromosome 3R.

Supplemental Figure 3 (related to Figures 1 and 2): a, ventral nerve cord views of stage 10 and stage 14 HbHA:WT and
HbHA:∆intron embryos immunostained with neuroblast marker, Dpn, Hb (all Hb protein), and HA (epitope for Hb protein
derived only from BAC transgene). b, Quantified length of the early competence window for genotypes shown in a. Left:
average length of early competence window (HA+Eve+) and total Eve cell number (Eve+) in HbHA:WT (blue) versus
HbHA:∆intron (red) genetic backgrounds. Data are represented as mean + SD. Right: Corresponding scatter plots showing the
number of HbHA+ neurons relative to the number of Eve+ cells in each NB7-1 lineage analyzed.

Supplemental Figure 4 (related to Figure 2): Exogenous Hb cannot induce HbHA:∆intron directly within postmitotic
neurons or within neuroblasts.
+

a, Stage 16 embryos stochastically misexpressing exogenous Hb (cq2-gal4, UAShb) in U-motoneurons (Eve ) in the
HbHA:∆intron genetic background, immunostained for Eve, Hb and HA. Hb staining identifies late-born neurons (U3-U5)
misexpressing Hb ectopically (see U3 and U5, orange dotted circles), HA staining identifies endogenous-Hb expression. b,
Stage 14 embryos overexpressing Hb in all neuroblasts (insc-gal4, UAShb) in the HbHA:∆intron background, immunostained
for Dpn, Hb and HA. The neuroblast layer (top) and neuron layer (bottom) from a single hemisegment is shown. Schematic
summaries are shown below each panel.

Supplemental Figure 5 (related to Figure 4).
Putative Hb targets which are genes in close proximity to Hb binding loci in the embryonic CNS (Sen et al., 2019) are
found to be enriched for chromatin accessible Pho binding motifs in stage 12 neuroblasts compared to non-Hb targeted
loci.

Supplemental Figure 6 (supplement to Figure 5): hb is not derepressed in strong PcG mutant alleles.
a, Ventral view of the VNC stained with Hb and neuroblast marker, Dpn in WT, maternal and zygotic esc mutant, and PscSu(z)2 (P3C) double mutant background (midline, straight dashed line; VNC border, curvy dashed line). Dpn and Hb
channels of insets are shown individually at the right. b, Left: Abd-B expression in lateral view, mid-embryogenic embryos
(dorsal, down). Right: ventral view of late-stage embryos. c, Top: total histone, H3, or PcG-associated mark, H3K27me3,
immunostained with pan-neuroblast marker, Worniu (Wor) in stage 14 WT embryos. Gray scale image shows histone
channel alone. Orange dashed line shows VNC border. Anterior is to the left in all panels.

Supplemental Figure 7 (related to Figure 6): Scatter plots for early competence window in E(z) and Psc and
mutants.
a, Left: Average early competence window. Right: Scatter plots showing the number of HbHA+ neurons relative to the
number of Eve+ cells in each NB7-1 lineage analyzed. b, Left: Average early competence window. Two Psc null alleles
(Psch27 and Psce24) are shown. Scatter plots shown to the right. All data are represented as mean + SD.

